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overview 323
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overview 452
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overview 196–7
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overview 415–16
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overview 378–9
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attachment of interest
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overview 166
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regulation of 8
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conversion of interest
lease 316–17
overview 323–5

conveyance of interest to third party
overview 138–9
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overview 448
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overview 448
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overview 197–8
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overview 416
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lease 341
overview 348–9
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conversion of interest 316–17
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overview 437–8
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overview 166
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execution of 84
introduction of 83–4
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title 365–6

theoretical conceptualisation of
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owners’ liability 6
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overview 379–80
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lease 7
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regulation of 86
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overview 166–8

conversion of interest
overview 325–6
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usufruct 318, 319

conveyance of interest to third party
overview 139–40
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overview 450
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overview 450
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possessory remedies 190
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land development 410–11
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duration 65
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land development 411
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overview 416–18
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overview 349

lease
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grant of 85
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sub-lease 273
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duration 86–7
execution of 87
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loan for use
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loan of land
grant of 89–90
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obligation to maintain
overview 438–9

option to purchase
overview 438–9

personal servitudes
subrogation 160–1

precarium
as gratuitous loan 66

Public Private Partnership
development by public institution 450

repairs and maintenance
loan for use 223
overview 235–8
usufruct 219

residential lease
conversion of interest 316–17
regulation of 86

right of habitation
execution of 89
regulation of 276
transferred interests 367–8

right of use
execution of 89
grant of 88

‘sale breaks lease’
scholars and scholarly works 24
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overview 166–8

scholars and scholarly works
‘sale breaks lease’ 24
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grant of 88

sub-lease
termination 273

tax planning
inheritance tax 34–5
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transferred interests
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overview 380–2
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duty of restoration 43–4, 48
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introduction of modern form 35
investment portfolios 43–4
mortgage 366
purposive management of assets 46
quasi form 48
as real right 89
repairs and maintenance 219
scope of 37–8
transfer 39
widows’ rights 9–10

vineyard lease
grant of 88

Germany
agricultural lease

grant of 66
regulation of 67
repairs and maintenance 216

agricultural property
enjoyment of fruits 287–9

attachment of interest
overview 168–9

Civil Code
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letting and hiring provisions 29–30
moveables and immovables 30
Prussian see Prussian Civil Code below
and Prussian Code 29–30
‘sale breaks lease’ 29–30
variety of sources 29

conflicts of interest
usufruct 8

conversion of interest
overview 326–7

conveyance of interest to third party
overview 141

customary law
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overview 453

development of existing building 453
hereditary building lease 449
hereditary land lease 449

dispossession
overview 201–2

hereditary building lease
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creation of separate right 368
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duration 64

execution of 93–4
grant of 69
land development 410
landowner’s remedies 343–4
recognition of 63
sale in insolvency 161
transfer 63

hereditary land lease
attachment of interest 161
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sale in insolvency 161
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rise of 26

land development
hereditary building lease 410
overview 419
sale and repurchase 412

landowner’s remedies
hereditary building lease 343–4
overview 350–1
right of habitation 343
right of use 343

lease
assignment 363–4
mortgage 364
recognition of 132
repairs and maintenance 216, 217
sale in insolvency 158

letting and hiring
provisions 28–30
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grant of 68

loan of land
grant of 69

Medieval law
interaction between customary law
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moveables
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overview 439–41
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overview 439–41
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overview 238–41
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regulation of 66–7
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grant of 68–9
as insolvency asset 370
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overview 168–9
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transferred interests
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overview 382–4
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370
right of use 369, 370
usufruct 366
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derivation 36
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scope of 37–8
transfer 39
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termination 133–4
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overview 169–71
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approaches to 13–14

conversion of interest
overview 420
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conveyance of interest to third party
overview 141–3
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overview 453
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overview 453
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force or fraud 191
overview 202–3
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hereditary building lease
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land development
combined contracts 409
overview 420
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overview 351–2
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lease
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execution of 94–5
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grant of 96

loan of land
regulation of 97
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overview 441
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overview 441
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overview 169–71
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frequency of use 499

transferred interests
lease 363–4
overview 385–7
sub-lease 364–5
usufruct 366
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conversion of interest 318–19
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grant of 95
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mortgage 366
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39–40
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regulation of 97–8, 99
use of property 99
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overview 171–2
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overview 328–30
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overview 143–4
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overview 454
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overview 454
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overview 203–4
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overview 421–2
pre-emption right 412–13
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overview 352

lease
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overview 441–2
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overview 441–2
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overview 245–7
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regulation of 97–8
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regulation of 276
scope of 61–2
termination 102
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overview 171–2

sub-lease
consent requirement 364–5
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overview 173–4
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450
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overview 330–1
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conveyance of interest to third party
overview 144
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overview 454–6
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overview 454–6
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overview 204–5
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quasi-vindicatory remedy 191–2
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regulation of 65
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overview 422–4

landowner’s remedies
overview 352–3

right of habitation 343
right of use 343

lease
attachment of interest 158
duration 5
grant of 103
registered after mortgage 159

loan of land
grant of 103

obligation to maintain
overview 442

option to purchase
overview 442

repairs and maintenance
agricultural leases 216
hereditary building lease 222
overview 247–50
usufruct 218–19

right of habitation
grant of 103
landowner’s remedies 343
regulation of 276
transferred interests 367–8

right of use
grant of 103
landowner’s remedies 343
regulation of 276

sale in insolvency
overview 173–4

time limited interests
characteristics 103–4
frequency of use 501

transferred interests
hereditary building lease

368
overview 389
right of habitation 367–8
usufruct 366, 367

usufruct
conversion of interest 319
creation of separate right 367
expiry 275–6
grant of 103
mines and quarries 274
repairs and maintenance 39–40,

218–19
second usufruct 367
standing crops 275
transferred interests 366
widows’ rights 10

Netherlands
agricultural lease
assignment 364
duration 60, 105
execution of 104–5
regulation of 104
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Netherlands (cont.)
agricultural property

enjoyment of fruits 298–301
attachment of interest

overview 174–6
conversion of interest

overview 331–2
usufruct 318–19

conveyance of interest to third party
overview 145

development by public institution
overview 452, 456

development of existing building
overview 452, 456

dispossession
overview 205–6
quasi-vindicatory remedy 191–2

Grotius, Hugo
on tenants’ rights 27

hereditary building lease
grant of 106
hereditary land lease combined with 65
recognition of 63

hereditary land lease
duration 65
expiry 65
grant of 105, 106
hereditary building lease combined
with 65

recognition of 64
regulation of 65
repairs and maintenance 222
scope of 64–5
transferred interests 368–9

inheritance tax
planning 34–5

land development
overview 425

landowner’s remedies
overview 353–4

lease 5
execution of 104

obligation to maintain
overview 442

option to purchase
overview 442

personal servitudes
attachment of interest 160

repairs and maintenance
hereditary land lease 222
overview 250–1

right of habitation
right of 105

right of use
right of 105

‘sale breaks lease’
historical development 27

‘sale does not break lease’
acceptance of 5

sale in insolvency
overview 174–6

sub-lease
continuation 365–6

tax planning
inheritance tax 34–5

tenants’ rights
scholarly works on 27

time limited interests
characteristics 104–6

transferred interests
agricultural leases 364
hereditary land lease 368–9
overview 391–2
sub-lease 365–6

usufruct
conversion of interest 318–19
creation of 105
duration 105–6
expiry 105
grant of 105
new form see new form of usufruct
quasi form 48
right of 105
transfer of 61
widows’ rights 10

Poland
agricultural lease

plantations 271
repairs and maintenance 216, 217

agricultural property
enjoyment of fruits 301–2

attachment of interest
overview 176–8

conversion of interest
hereditary land lease 320
overview 332–3
usufruct 318

conveyance of interest to third party
overview 146–8

development by public institution
hereditary building lease 449
hereditary land lease 449
overview 456

development of existing building
overview 456

dispossession
overview 206–7
possessory remedies 190
quasi-vindicatory remedy 191–2
recovery from third person
192

estate planning
techniques 13–14
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gratuitous loan of land
use of 66

hereditary building lease
development by public institution 449
duration 64
recognition of 63
repairs and maintenance 222
transfer 63

hereditary land lease
conversion of interest 320
development by public institution 449
land development 411
landowner’s remedies 344
sale in insolvency 160, 161
transferred interests 368–9

income-producing leases
duration 108
innominate right 108–9
regulation of 108

land development
combined contracts 409
hereditary land lease 411
overview 425

landowner’s remedies
hereditary land lease 344
overview 354–5
right of habitation 343

lease
attachment of interest 369
creation of 106–7
duration 107
recognition of 132
registration 107–8
regulation of 107
rent free 60
repairs and maintenance 214–15
transfer 60
validity 60

lifetime habitation
attachment of interest 159–60
development of 13–14
grant of 110
regulation of 111
sale in insolvency 160

loan for use
grant of 112

obligation to maintain
overview 442–3

option to purchase
overview 442–3

perpetual usufruct
dual ownership of land and buildings

111–12
duration 112
expiry 112
grant of 111
ownership rights 111

regulation of 111
personal servitudes
categorisation of 13–14
creation of 110
grant of 109–10
sale in insolvency 160

repairs and maintenance
agricultural leases 216, 217
hereditary building lease 222
lease 214–15
overview 251–3

residential lease
termination 108, 133–4
transfer 108

right of habitation
grant of 109–10
landowner’s remedies 343
reservation of’ 62–3
scope of 62

sale in insolvency
overview 176–8

sub-lease
consent requirement 364–5

time limited interests
characteristics 106–12
frequency of use 503

transferred interests
hereditary land lease 368–9
lease 369
overview 392–4
sub-lease 364–5
usufruct 366

usufruct
attachment of interest 159–60
content of 109
conversion of interest 318
derivation 36
execution of 109
grant of 109
mines and quarries 275
mortgage 366
perpetual usufruct see perpetual

usufruct
repairs and maintenance 39–40
sale in insolvency 160
as separate right 13–14
transfer 39
transfer of 61

Portugal
agricultural lease
registration 113

agricultural property
enjoyment of fruits 303–6

attachment of interest
overview 178–81

conversion of interest
overview 333–4
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Portugal (cont.)
usufruct 318–19
conveyance of interest to third party

overview 148–9
development by public institution

hereditary building lease 449
overview 456–7

development of existing building
overview 456–7

dispossession
overview 207–9
possessory remedies 189, 190
quasi-vindicatory remedy 191–2

hereditary building lease
development by public institution 449
execution of 116
grant of 116
land development 411
recognition of 63

land development
hereditary building lease 411
overview 425–6
‘turnkey’ contract 409–10

landowner’s remedies
overview 355–6
usufruct 342–3

lease
assignment 363–4
duration 60, 113–14
execution of 113
expiry 114
grant of 112–13
indefinite duration 114
ordinary and specific notice
114–15

real and personal rights 114–15
repairs and maintenance 214–15, 217
sale in insolvency 158

loan of land
execution of 117
grant of 117
incidence of 117

obligation to maintain
overview 443–4

option to purchase
overview 443–4

repairs and maintenance
lease 214–15, 217
overview 253–7
usufruct 218–19, 220, 221

right of habitation
creation of 115–16
execution of 116
grant of 115

right of use
creation of 115–16
grant of 115

scope of 61–2
sale in insolvency

overview 178–81
sub-lease

consent requirement 364–5
disclosure requirement 365

time limited interests
characteristics 112–17
frequency of use 499

transferred interests
lease 363–4
overview 394–6
sub-lease 364–5
usufruct 366, 367

urban dwellings lease
duration 113–14

usufruct
changes to property 39–40
conversion of interest 318–19
creation of separate right 367
derivation 36
grant of 115
landowner’s remedies 342–3
mines and quarries 274
mortgage 366
repairs and maintenance 39–40,
218–19, 220, 221

transfer of 61

Scotland
‘1991 Act Tenancy’

regulation of 121
agricultural lease

‘1991 Act Tenancy’ 121
crofting tenure 121
regulation of 120
types of 120

agricultural property
enjoyment of fruits 306–10

attachment of interest
overview 181–3

conversion of interest
overview 334–6

conveyance of interest to third party
overview 149–52

crofting tenure
regulation of 121

development by public institution
overview 457–8

development of existing building 457–8
overview 457–8

dispossession
overview 209–10

exploitation rights
regulation of 7

grazing agreements
types of 120
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‘improper liferent’
regulation of 123

land development
long lease 410
overview 426–8

landowner’s remedies
overview 357–8

lease
attachment of interest 369
‘cardinal’ elements 117–18
content of 118
execution of 124
grant of 117
as insolvency asset 370
legal distinction of types 122
recognition of 5, 59–60
regulation of 117
sub-lease 273
termination 118–19

licence
creation of 122
execution of 124
grant of 117
recognition of 59–60
regulation of 122

liferent
duration 123
execution of 124
grant of 117, 122–3
‘improper liferent’ 123
termination 123

limited duration tenancy (LDT)
duration 120
regulation of 120
termination 120

obligation to maintain
overview 444–6

option to purchase
overview 444–6

repairs and maintenance
overview 257–62

residential lease
regulation of 119

sale in insolvency
overview 181–3

‘short limited duration tenancy’
(SLDT)

duration 120
termination 120

sub-lease
termination 273

time limited interests
characteristics 117–24
frequency of use 502

transferred interests
lease 369, 370
overview 396–401

South Africa
agricultural lease
standing crops 271–2

agricultural property
enjoyment of fruits 310–11

attachment of interest
overview 183–5

conversion of interest
long lease 317
overview 336–7
usufruct 318–19

conveyance of interest to third party
overview 152–4

development by public institution
overview 458–2

development of existing building
overview 458–2

dispossession
force or fraud 191
overview 210–12
possessory remedies 189
recovery from third person 192

gratuitous loan of land
use of 66

hereditary building lease
grant of 126
land development 410

hereditary land lease
grant of 126
land development 411

land development
hereditary building lease 410
hereditary land lease 411
overview 429–30

landowner’s remedies
overview 359–60

lease
attachment of interest 369
enforcement 132–3
grant of 124–5, 126
as insolvency asset 370
repairs and maintenance 214–15,

217
sale in insolvency 158, 159

loan of land
grant of 126

long lease
conversion of interest 317

obligation to maintain
operation of 433
overview 446

option to purchase
overview 446

personal servitudes
attachment of interest 160

precarium
grant of 125
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South Africa (cont.)
repairs and maintenance

lease 214–15, 217
overview 262–7

right of habitation
content of 62
grant of 125
mortgage 367
transferred interests 367–8

right of use
grant of 125
scope of 61–2

sale in insolvency
overview 183–5

sub-lease
consent requirement 365

subrogation
use of 134

time limited interests
characteristics 124–6
frequency of use 502

transferred interests
lease 369, 370
overview 401–5
right of habitation 367–8
sub-lease 365
usufruct 367

usufruct
conversion of interest 318–19
creation of separate right 367
grant of 125
mines and quarries 274
repairs and maintenance 39–40
second usufruct 367
transfer of 61

Spain
agricultural lease

assignment 272, 364
plantations 271
sub-lease 272

agricultural property
enjoyment of fruits 312–15

attachment of interest
overview 185–8

concession grant
development by public institution 450

conversion of interest
overview 337–9

conveyance of interest to third party
overview 154–6

development by public institution
concession grant 450
overview 458

development of existing building
overview 458

dispossession
overview 212–13

possessory remedies 190
recovery from third person 192

hereditary building lease
duration 64
grant of 130
land development 410, 411
recognition of 63
transfer 63

hereditary land lease
duration 65
grant of 129–30
recognition of 64
regulation of 65
scope of 64–5

land development
combined contracts 409
hereditary building lease 410, 411
overview 430

landowner’s remedies
overview 360–2
right of habitation 343
usufruct 342–3

lease
attachment of interest 158, 369
enforcement 133
execution of 127–8
grant of 127
mortgage 364
repairs and maintenance 218
sale in insolvency 158–9
sub-lease 272

loan for use
sale in insolvency 161–2

loan of land
grant of 130–1

obligation to maintain
overview 447

option to purchase
overview 447

personal servitudes
sale in insolvency 160
subrogation 160–1

precarium
grant of 131

repairs and maintenance
lease 218
overview 267–9
usufruct 218–19

right of habitation
grant of 129
landowner’s remedies 343
regulation of 276
transferred interests 367–8

right of use
grant of 129
regulation of 276
scope of 61–2
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‘sale does not break lease’
acceptance of 158

sale in insolvency
overview 185–8

sub-lease
agricultural leases 272
regulation of 272

time limited interests
characteristics 127–31
frequency of use 500

transferred interests
agricultural leases 364
lease 364, 369
overview 405–8
right of habitation 367–8

usufruct 366, 370
usufruct
changes to property 39–40
conversion of interest 319
derivation 36
expiry 275–6
grant of 128–9
as insolvency asset 370
landowner’s remedies 342–3
mines and quarries 274
mortgage 366
repairs and maintenance

218–19
transfer of 61
widows’ rights 9–10
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